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Chapter 1 – Introducing LiveToAir
Thank you for choosing LiveToAir™, the industry’s first and most complete solution for integrating
remote, web connected guests into professional video productions.
This document should provide you with a basic understanding of how to install and use LiveToAir
within your own productions.

1.1 – Introducing LiveToAir
LiveToAir provides the most comprehensive and cost-effective way to integrate webconnected video guests into your video productions.

The LiveToAir system lets you connect up to 6 or 12 remote guests (depending on your
version), providing you with full control over each guest’s video and audio stream and
delivering mix-minus audio feeds for each of the guests.
LiveToAir is built using WebRTC – a modern web technology that lets your guests connect
right from any web browser, with no installs or registrations required. To bring a guest into
your production, all you need is to send them a link. WebRTC is already built into most of the
browsers in use today (Chrome, Firefox, Safari and Edge running on PCs, Macs, iOS, and
Android devices).
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1.1.1 – Software Features









A workflow-optimized interface designed for live-production environments
Full monitoring of all video/audio signals
Robust video controls:
 Gamma and Contrast adjustments for each guest video stream
 Zoom and Positioning adjustments for each guest video stream
Robust audio controls:
 Complete control of audio levels for all Guest, Control Room, and Studio
connections
 Automated mix-minus audio generated for all guests
Ability to select the guests’ video and audio devices
Two modes guests can be in, Off-Air and On-Air
Mix-minus groups to ensure guests only hear who you want them to hear

1.1.2 – Key Video/Audio Features
Each channel has its own output video and audio stream
 Each channel can output video over both NDI and SDI at the same time
 SDI Output support (using Blackmagic Decklink hardware)
 Each channel can output audio over both NDI and another format at the same time
Fully configurable support for both embedded and analog audio connections.
 Dante support using Dante Virtual Sound Card
 Any dropped connections preserve last On-Air frame
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1.2 – The User Interface
The LiveToAir user interface was designed with live production workflows in mind. It
provides reference video monitors for every source running through the system, and a suite
of audio and video controls provided in an intuitive, easy to access layout.
Here is a detailed diagram of the LiveToAir interface:

This manual should help you get LiveToAir setup and installed in your video production
environment and smoothly integrated into your workflow.
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Chapter 2 – Setup and Installation
LiveToAir is available in a range of bundled hardware platforms, as well as 2 software-only
packages, 6-channel and 12-channel, that you can install on compliant hardware that you can
purchase or assemble yourself. While there may be physical differences between each of these
installations, the configuration of the system is consistent between them.
Note: LiveToAir requires an nVidia graphics card and Windows Operating system.

2.1 – Hardware Components You Need
If you wish to communicate with the guests, operating LiveToAir will require the following:
An HD quality webcam
A microphone
Speakers (or preferably headphones to eliminate echo)
Setup will also require the following components:
A 1920x1080 display or higher resolution
If you wish to use NDI at 1080p, you will need a RJ45 Cat 6 Ethernet cable or better
connected to a 2.5 gigabit switch

2.1.1 Hardware Requirements
See Appendix E for the specific hardware requirements of LiveToAir

2.2 – Making Connections
There is no single correct way to hook up your LiveToAir hardware. Each LiveToAir
installation can have unique HD-SDI and HDMI connection ports or leverage all IP-based
connections via NewTek’s NDI. Depending on the types of productions you are planning
on doing, LiveToAir can be set up in many different ways to maximize the utility of the
product.
Before starting LiveToAir, all computer and audio/video connections should be made with
your external equipment.
2.2.1 Bundled LiveToAir Solutions: Rear Panel Connections
If you are using one of our bundled LiveToAir solutions, see Appendix F for rear panel
diagrams.
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2.2.2 Computer and Hardware Connections
To set up the non-audio/video components of your LiveToAir, make sure you are properly
grounded, and then do the following:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Attach the power cable to a properly configured and regulated power outlet.
Attach your Keyboard and Mouse to any USB ports.
Attach the USB operator Webcam to any USB port.
Attach the operator headset / microphone to any USB port, or – if analog – the proper 1/8”
analog connections on the motherboard.
5. Attach an RJ-45 Cat 6 cable to the Ethernet port in your system and connect it to a quality
Ethernet switch that is internet-routed.
6. Attach a HDMI or Display Port cable from your computer to a computer monitor.

With these connections in place, you are now ready to connect LiveToAir into your studio
infrastructure.

2.2.3 Your Internet Connection
The quality of video/audio that LiveToAir receives is impacted by the internet bandwidth you
have available. Based on resolution, each guest connection to LiveToAir can require up to
3.5Mbps of bandwidth in each direction. For a production involving 6 simultaneous guests,
you should plan on allocating 25 Mbps and for 12 guests, you should plan on allocating
50Mbps of your available downstream internet bandwidth to LiveToAir. The video being
returned from LiveToAir to each remote guest can also be high resolution with the same
bandwidth demands as their downstream video. However, this return video is typically only
used as ‘reference video’ that lets the guests interact with the studio and can be dialed
down to lower resolutions to conserve upstream bandwidth.
When calculating your total internet bandwidth requirements, keep in mind all of the
demands other production systems are placing upon it, including file transfers and live
streams.
One other thing to keep in mind, if you are using NDI, is your local bandwidth. Each 1080p
NDI stream can use up to 150 Mbs, so if you have 6 guests that would be 900 Mbs in a
single direction and for 12 guests it will be 1800 Mbs. Because of this you will want to make
sure your internal network is at least 2.5 Gbs.
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Chapter 3 – Configuring the system
Before using LiveToAir, the Operator needs to assign and configure all of the devices and
connections being used in the production. To launch the Settings Menu, click on ‘Settings’
on the top left. From there, almost every configurable element of the system can be set up.
NOTE: On the bottom left of the Settings Menu there is a ‘Show Advanced Settings’ box.
When it is ticked it will offer many more options than can be seen by default. This is done in
order to avoid confusion when first setting LiveToAir up. Settings that will only show up
when the box is ticked will be marked with (Advanced) in this manual.

3.1 LiveToAir Settings Menu
The configuration tabs available are:
 Account Tab
 Operator Tab
 Video Tab
 Mix-Minus Tab (Advanced)
 Audio Tab
 Advanced Tab (Advanced)
 About Tab
Each is described in detail in the following sections.

3.1.1 Common Controls

On the bottom of the Settings Menu there are a set of controls that are common to every tab:






Synchronize Settings: When this box is ticked, making a change to a single channel will
make the change to every channel in its mix-minus group (by default all guests are in the
same mix-minus group). Un-ticking this box allows channels to be changed individually.
Show Advanced Settings: When this boxed is ticked more Settings options are made
available.
Open (Advanced): Open another Configuration File
New (Advanced): Creates a new Configuration File and resets all Settings
Load Backup (Advanced): Every time ‘Save’ is pressed the current Configuration File is
overwritten but a secondary file is created of that save. If the LiveToAir Operator ever
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wants to go back to a previous version of a Configuration File they can press ‘Load
Backup’ and it will take them to where all the versions have been saved.
Refresh: Reloads the device list. If a new device has been plugged into the computer or a
new NDI source is on the network and it has not appeared in the drop-down list, pressing
‘Refresh’ should make it appear.
Save: This button will only appear once a change has been made in the ‘Settings’; the
‘Apply’ button will become the ‘Save’ button. ‘Save’ will do what it says and save the
settings change. Before any change can be applied it must first be saved,
Apply: Activates whatever changes have been made. Even after ‘Save’ has been
pressed, ‘Apply’ must be pressed for the changes to actually be applied.
Revert: If a change has been made but it has not yet been saved, hitting ‘Revert’ will
switch the settings back to what they were.
Save As (Advanced): Creates a new Configuration File based on the current settings.

3.1.2 Account Tab

When you received the email with LiveToAir, there should have been included with it a
LiveToAir ID and Password as well as a Call-In Manager ID and Password. The Operator
will need to input both of them into their respective fields. After typing them in the LiveToAir
Operator will need to press ‘Save’ before pressing ‘Log In’.
Possible Errors that may appear:
 General Failure: This means LiveToAir actively tried to establish a connection with the
backend Signal Server and was unable to. This could be caused by for many reasons
including the Windows Firewall blocking all LiveToAir internet traffic, the ports necessary
for connections not being open on the local router, or no internet connection at all.
 Heartbeat timeout: LiveToAir is constantly making sure it continues to have a
connection to the backend Signal Server by sending a ‘heartbeat’ and receiving one
back. If a heartbeat is missed this error will appear, meaning that LTA has
disconnected from the Signal Server. If this error appears while LTA is logged in there
is a problem, often a loss of internet. If LiveToAir has not logged in yet this error will also
appear, which is to be expected.
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Invalid Username: If this error appears, one of the Usernames has been typed in
incorrectly or does not exist. Make sure to press ‘Save’ after re-entering the name.
Invalid Password: If this error appears, one of the Passwords has been typed in
incorrectly. Make sure to press ‘Save’ after re-entering the password.

3.1.3 Operator Tab

The ‘Operator’ Tab provides the configuration options for all of the devices that will be used
by the LiveToAir Operator. It has options for selecting the Webcam, Speakers, and
Microphone they will use. The speakers will be used to monitor the guests, while the
webcam and microphone will be used to communicate with the guests when necessary.

The Camera option is typically a USB attached Webcam that will
be used to send the Operator video to remote guests when they
are OFF-AIR. It is also possible to use an NDI or SDI feed as
the source for operator video.
Speakers and Microphone options will normally be a USB
attached headset, or an analog headset plugged in to 1/8” analog
connectors for the microphone and speaker connections found on
your motherboard. It is also possible to use an NDI or SDI feed
as the source for operator audio.
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3.1.4 Video Tab

The ‘Video’ Tab is where all video settings are adjusted for both input and output. It
provides options for configuring the following:











Output Video When Off-Air (Advanced): By ticking this box a channel will output its video
when it is Off-Air instead of color bars. This would allow the Operator to create a multiview
if they wished the Off-Air guests to see each other.
o Note: There is no audio contained in the stream when the guest is Off-Air (so that a
switcher picking up the feed does not hear the Off-Air guest) and the NDI stream
for both Off-Air and On-Air will have the same name.
Output NDI Video: Ticking this box outputs that channel’s video source as an NDI feed
Secondary Video Output (Advanced): This allows the Operator to select the SDI port they
would like to output this channel’s video over (if a Blackmagic SDI card is installed in your
computer).
Video Output Resolution: This lets the Operator pick the resolution of the video being
output to the studio.
Off-Air Video Return: This is where the Operator selects the NDI or SDI source to send
back to the guest while they are Off-Air.
On-Air Video Return: This is where the Operator selects the NDI or SDI source to send
back to the guest while they are On-Air.
Video Return Resolution: This allows the Operator to pick the resolution of the video going
back to the guest.
o Note: This is a maximum resolution; WebRTC may lower the resolution due to
bandwidth or processing constraints.
Encoding Device: This is where the Operator selects what device the video being returned
to the guest is encoded on. ‘Software’ is done on the CPU. Other options will be the
GPUs on the computer. This is a critical setting to balance the processing of the
computer. If the computer has a slower GPU it may better to have more channels
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encoded on the CPU and vice-a-versa. If any ‘Encoding’ settings is changed, LiveToAir
must be restarted in order for the change to take effect.
o Note: The consumer line of nVidia GPUs only allow a maximum of three encodes
on them, the rest will have to be done on software. The professional line of GPUs,
such as the Quadro line, allow unlimited encodes.
Decoding Device: This is where the Operator selects what device the video coming into
LiveToAir from the guest is decoded on. ‘Software’ is done on the CPU. Other options will
be the GPUs on the computer. This is a critical setting to balance the processing of the
computer. If the computer has a slower GPU it may be better to have more channels
decoded on the CPU and vice-a-versa. If any ‘Decoding’ settings is changed, LiveToAir
must be restarted in order for the change to take effect.
o Note: Unlike encoding, all nVidia GPUs allow unlimited decodes.

3.1.5 Mix-Minus Tab
In productions you will often like guests to hear each other but you will not have the
capabilities or the desire to make a separate mix to go back to every single guest. In these
cases, LiveToAir can do the mix-minus for you. However, there are often cases where you
only want a guest to hear certain other guests, or you would not like guests to hear each
other at all. This is where the mix-minus groups come in and the ‘Mix-Minus’ Tab is where
they are set up.

It provides options for configuring the following:
 Group Name: This allows the Operator to set the name of a particular ‘Mix-Minus Group’,
by default they are just numbered.
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Off-Air Audio Output: This section allows you to select the source the combined audio of all
Off-Air guests in a ‘Mix-Minus Group’ will output through. The combined audio cannot be
sent out over NDI.
On-Air Audio Output: This section allows the Operator to select the source the combined
audio of all On-Air guests in a mix-minus group will output through. The combined audio
cannot be sent out over NDI.

Assigning channels to a particular mix-minus group is done in the Audio Tab.

3.1.6 Audio Tab

The ‘Audio’ Tab is where the Operator will go to adjust all audio settings for both input and
output.
It provides options for configuring the following:
 Output NDI Audio: Ticking this box will output the channel’s audio over NDI when the guest
is On-Air. The audio will be embedded on the same stream as that channel’s NDI video
output.
 Secondary Audio Output (Advanced): This allows the Operator to select an output source
for the channel’s audio (other than NDI) when the guest is On-Air.
 Off-Air Audio Return: This allows the Operator to select the source of audio sent back to
the guest when the guest is Off-Air.
o Note: This source cannot contain the guest’s own audio or else the guest will hear
themselves as an echo. The audio source also cannot contain the audio of any
guest they are in a mix-minus group with or else they will hear the other guest
doubled.
 On-Air Audio Return: This allows the Operator to select the source of audio sent back to
the guest when they are On-Air.
LIVETOAIR USER GUIDE | 11
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Note: This source cannot contain the guest’s own audio or else the guest will hear
themselves as an echo. The audio source also cannot contain the audio of any
guest they are in a mix-minus group with or else they will hear the other guest
doubled.
Off-Air Mix-Minus Group (Advanced): This allows the Operator to select which ‘Mix-Minus
Group’ that channel will be a part of when it is Off-Air. The guest will then hear all the other
guests who are Off-Air and in the same group. By default, all guests are part of ‘Off-Air
Mix-Minus Group 1’.
o Note: If you do not want guests to hear each other, or if you would like complete
control of guest audio on an external audio mixer, each guest will need to be in a
separate ‘Mix-Minus Group’.
On-Air Mix-Minus Group (Advanced): This allows the Operator to select which ‘Mix-Minus
Group’ that channel will be a part of when it is On-Air. The guest will then hear all the other
guests who are On-Air and in the same group. By default, all guests are part of ‘On-Air
Mix-Minus Group 1’.
o Note: If you do not want guests to hear each other, or if you would like complete
control of guest audio on an external audio mixer, each guest will need to be in a
separate ‘Mix-Minus Group’.
Enable Voice Optimization (Advanced): When this box is ticked it adds echo cancellation,
background noise suppression, and sends a mono-audio channel back to the guest from
LiveToAir.
o Echo cancellation attempts to eliminate the guest’s own audio that is played out of
the LiveToAir computer if it is picked up in by a microphone included in the return
feed to the guest.
o Background noise suppression attempts to eliminate white noise and other
background noises other than speaking voices from the return feed to the guest. If
you are playing music back to the guest, it will not eliminate it, but it may distort it
slightly.
o A mono-audio channel requires less audio processing and less data. Voice is
almost always mono anyway so splitting it into stereo tends to be a waste of data.
Disabling this option would make sense if you need to send high quality music back to
the guest, but normally it is recommended to keep this enabled.
o







3.1.7 Advanced Tab
The ‘Advanced’ Tab provides configuration options for several detailed settings in LiveToAir.
There are three sections in the Advanced Tab:
Logging: This section lets the Operator select what information will be logged when the
system is running. The ‘Logging’ section is used when trying to diagnose a problem seen
while running LiveToAir.
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While we have tried to anticipate most technical production situations, it is still possible
that there are specific environments that can cause LiveToAir to behave in unexpected
ways. Logging allows us you turn on the collection of specific system actions to help us
better understand what is happening, so we can provide a resolution as quickly as
possible.
Warning: Logging can save significant amounts of information to disk and can impact the
performance of LiveToAir. Anything other than the ‘Default Logging’ and ‘InitInfo Logging’
should never be turned on unless directed by a technician from your dealer or Gnural Net.
Metadata: This section allows the Operator to assign a folder where an XML file containing
the metadata of the connected guests will be written. This file can then be read by other
software to do things such as make dynamic lower thirds.
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Colorbars: This section lets the Operator change the default image and overlay text of a
channel when video is output from LiveToAir without a guest connected.
Note: If the image selected is not 1920x1080 it will be stretched or compressed to a
1920x1080 aspect ratio.

3.1.8 About Tab
The About Tab shows the software version of LiveToAir running on the system and is to
check for Updates.
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Never update the software on
your LiveToAir system right before a production.
Updates should be done during down time that will
allow you to update the system and verify that the
new software version is working correctly in your
environments.
IMPORTANT NOTICE:

3.2 – Show Management

The ‘Show Management’ button can be found on the top left immediately next to the
‘Settings’ button.
A ‘Show’ is a link that guests will go to in order to connect to LiveToAir. There is no limit to
the number of guests that can join a particular ‘Show’.
From the ‘Show Management’ menu ‘Shows’ can be created, ended, and this is where the
link to them is found. At least one ‘Show’ will need to be created in order for guests to join.

3.2.1 Create a New Show
This is the line where new shows are created. As the show name will be part of the link sent
to guests it is recommend that it not include spaces as spaces are changed to %20 in the
URL.
Errors you can receive :
 Invalid Call-In Manager account: This can be that a LiveToAir account, instead of a
Call-In Manager account was entered into the Call-In Manager field in the ‘Account’
tab of the Settings Menu.
 Show with name: ShowName Is currently going on: A show with the name that was
typed in has already been created (possibly by someone else’s LiveToAir account).
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3.2.2 Active Show
This allows the Operator to select which of the current shows the generated links link to.
This includes both the links that can be copied as well as the links sent via email. From the
drop-down menu any show can be selected that is currently active.
Note: It is possible to have guests from different shows connected simultaneously. After
sending the link to one guest you can switch shows in order to send the new link to another
guest. Each guest will appear in their own show in the guest list on the left-hand side of the
screen.

3.2.3 Guest Website Link
This line has two sections, the Guest Portal Selection Menu and the link the guest will use to
connect to the show.
The Guest Portal Selection Menu allows you to pick which guest portal the guest will go to.
 callin.studio is the default guest portal
 global.callin.studio will only ask the guest for their name instead of the rest of information
typically asked for with callin.studio
 beta.callin.studio will contain any new features currently being worked on
Note: This portal can sometimes be unstable, and it is not
recommended for use in an actual production unless there is a specific
feature from it that is needed
The next section is the link that the guest will use to connect to the show. Pressing ‘Copy’
will copy the link to the computers clipboard so that it can be sent to the guest however by
any means or it can be posted publicly to have a call in show.

3.2.4 Guest Email Invitation Template
If ‘Load Template’ is pressed, an HTML file can be chosen to replace the default email
template of the email invitation. Pressing the ‘Clear’ button will reset the email template to
the default template.
If you would like to create your own template, you can find the default template in Appendix
C at the end of this manual.
3.2.5 Automatically Forward Guests to Studio Queue
If this box is ticked, when a new guest joins, they will go to the Studio Queue instead of the
Inbound Queue. It will also hide the Inbound Queue in the UI.
This box should be ticked if Call-In Manager is not being used. If Call-In Manager is being
used to screen guests this should be un-ticked to allow the Call-In Manager Operator to pick
up the guests in the Inbound Queue.
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Chapter 4 – Tour of the UI
LiveToAir’s interface was designed and optimized for live production workflows. It provides
direct monitoring and control of all guest video and audio and provides unique Off-Air/On-Air
‘Green Room’ capabilities that simplify communication with remote guests and streamlines
the prep-work needed to get them ready for the productions.

4.1 – The Big Picture
LiveToAir’s user interface is divided into four main sections:

1. RETURN FEEDS: This area will display the video feeds that will be sent back to the selected guest
2. GUEST QUEUE: This area is where guests that LiveToAir is not connected to are managed
3. GUEST CHANNELS: This area displays all of the connected guest’s video as well as their current
status
4. SELECTED GUEST CONTROLS: This area displays audio levels, devices, metadata, and a large
video for the currently selected guest. All of these can be adjusted in this area
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4.2 – Return Feeds
4.2.1 On-Air Return

This Area will display what the selected guest will see while On-Air. This video can change if
guests have a different On-Air return source selected.
4.2.2 Off-Air Return

This area will display what the selected guest will see while Off-Air. This video can change if
guests have a different Off-Air return source selected. If the Operator presses the ‘PTT’
button (push-to-talk), while the guest is Off-Air, this video area will display the Operator
Webcam, which is what the guest will be seeing.
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4.3 – Guest Queue
This area is where guests that LiveToAir is not
connected to are managed.

4.3.1 Show Selection
This drop-down menu is where the Active Show is selected. Switching shows changes
which queues are shown and which show the email invite links to.

4.3.2 Queue Selection
These buttons select which queue is displayed:
Inbound: This button will only appear if the ‘Automatically Forward Guests To Studio Queue’
box in ‘Show Management’ is unticked. If the box is unticked this is where guests will first
appear when they join the show. The guests will need to be moved to the Studio Queue in
order to pick them up.
Studio: If the ‘Automatically Forward Guests To Studio Queue’ box in ‘Show Management’ is
ticked this is where guests will first appear. When a guest disconnects this is the queue they
will go back to.
Completed: When a guest is finished they can be moved to the completed queue in order to
clear out the Studio Queue.
The ‘Blocked’ queue in Call-In Manager is not accessible from LiveToAir, Call-In Manager is
needed to look at it and send guests to it. The ‘Active’ queue in Call-In Manager is the list of
guests assigned to channels in LiveToAir.
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4.3.3 Queue
This is a list of guests waiting in the selected Queue. The guest card displays the guest’s
name, location, additional notes, and the time that they joined. Double clicking on the guest
card will connect the guest to the selected channel (or the next available channel if the
selected channel has an assigned guest).
Note: Double clicking on a guest in the Inbound Queue will not do anything.

4.3.4 Move Guest
This button moves guests between the Studio Queue and the Completed Queue.
Depending on which Queue is selected the button will change. Unless a guest card is
selected, the button will be grayed out.
Note: It is not possible to move guests to the Inbound Queue, only from the Inbound Queue
to the Studio Queue.

4.3.5 Email Invite
The Operator can type in the email address of someone and press ‘Invite’ to send an email
invite to join the selected show.
Note: the email template and particular guest portal in the email invite can be selected in the
‘Show Management’ menu.

4.4 – Guest Channels
In this area the Operator can select a channel and view the
information needed at a glance for each guest connection. The
selected channel is highlighted by a blue box around it.
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4.4.1 Video Window
Here is a preview of the guest’s video. The video is the full quality and frame rate of the
incoming video.

4.4.2 Audio Levels
On the left side of the channel is an audio meter shows the incoming audio levels of the
guest. If there is no audio level displaying when a guest is connected, it means the guest is
not sending any audio.

4.4.3 Lower Third
This will be blank until a guest is connected. Once a guest is connected it will display the
guest’s name, current resolution, and current frame rate.

4.4.4 Channel Number
The number on the bottom right of the channel window says both what number the channel
is, as well as gives the status of the channel.
Dark Green: channel is logged in and ready to connect to a guest
Light Green: channel is connected to a guest and Off-Air
Bright Red: channel is connected to a guest and On-Air
Yellow: channel is attempting to log in
Maroon: channel is not logged in

4.5 – Selected Guest Controls
This area allows the Operator the majority of control. It also shows all the info for the
selected guest.
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4.5.1 Guest Video Preview and Control

This window provides a larger preview of the selected guest. When the mouse is hovered
over the window the video controls will appear.
Gamma: Slider that allows for gamma control
Contrast: Slider that allows for contrast control
Zoom: Slider that zooms in the video
Pan: If the video has been zoomed in at all, clicking and dragging the video can move it up,
down, left, or right

4.5.2 Guest Metadata

This area displays a guest’s metadata and where it can be edited. Hovering the mouse over
a line will highlight it to show what can be edited. Clicking on the line will allow it to be
edited. After a line is edited, press the ‘Save’ button to the left to confirm the change.
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4.5.3 Guest Devices

This section displays the operating system, browser, and devices the guest is using to
connect. A guest’s Webcam, Default Resolution, Microphone, and Speakers can be
changed for them.
The ‘Refresh’ button will end and restart the guest’s connection.

4.5.3 Assigned Channel Controls

Call/On-Air: When a guest card has been selected in the guest queue or a guest is assigned
to a channel but has not connected, this button will say ‘Call’. Pressing call will connect to
the guest.
When a guest is connected this button will say ‘On-Air’. Pressing this button will switch the
guest to the On-Air state.
Clear/Drop/Off-Air: When a guest is assigned to a channel but not connected this button will
say ‘Clear’. Pressing this button will un-assign the guest from the channel and move them
back to the ‘Studio Queue’.
When a guest is connected, and in the Off-Air, state, this button will say ‘Drop’. Pressing
this button will end their connection but keep them assigned to the channel.
When a guest is connected, and in the On-Air state, this button will say ‘Off-Air’. Pressing
this button will switch the guest to the Off-Air state.
PTT: Pressing this button will mute the selected guest’s Audio Return and replace it with the
Operator’s Microphone audio. If the guest is in the Off-Air state, it will also replace the
Video Return with the Operator’s Webcam. If the guest is in the On-Air state, it will not
change the video return. Selecting another guest will automatically de-select this button,
returning the guest’s video and audio to normal.
PTT Group: Pressing this button will mute Audio Return and replace it with the Operator’s
Microphone audio for all guests in the selected guest’s Mix-Minus group that are in the
same state. If the guests are in the Off-Air state, it will also replace the Video Return with
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the Operator’s Webcam. If the guests are in the On-Air state, it will not change the video
return. Selecting another guest will automatically de-select this button, returning the guests’
video and audio to normal.
PTT All: Pressing this button will mute Audio Return and replace it with the Operator’s
Microphone audio for all guests. If the guests are in the Off-Air state, it will also replace the
Video Return with the Operator’s Webcam. If the guests are in the On-Air state, it will not
change the video return. Selecting another guest will automatically de-select this button,
returning the guests’ video and audio to normal.

4.5.3 Audio Controls
This area controls all audio and will switch depending on the selected guest.
Controls
 Slider: Moving this slider allows for volume adjustment.
 dB Display: This box displays the current decibel level. The exact decibel level can
also be typed into the box to adjust the volume.
 Mute: This button mutes the audio source or receiver.

Audio Sources and Receivers
 Operator Microphone: This controls the volume of the Operator’s microphone. It will
remain the same no matter which guest is selected.
 Operator Speakers: This controls the volume of the Operator’s speakers. It will
remain the same no matter which guest is selected.
 Studio Input: This will control the volume for the input going back to the guest. This
is source dependent, so adjusting it will change the level for the source not the
guest. This will affect the audio for all guests who have the source selected. This
control will change whenever the source audio changes (selecting a different guest
or switching a guest between Off-Air and On-Air).
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Mix-Minus Output: This will control the output volume for the selected guest’s MixMinus Group. This control will change whenever the source audio changes
(selecting a different guest or switching a guest between Off-Air and On-Air).
Channel Return: This will control the volume of all audio being sent back to the
selected guest. This control will change for each guest.
Channel Output: This will control the volume coming into LiveToAir from the selected
guest. This control will change for each guest.

4.5.4 All Channel Control

There are two controls here:
On-Air All: Moves all Off-Air guests to On-Air
Off-Air All: Moves all On-Air guests to Off-Air
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Chapter 5 – Connecting with the first guest
When LiveToAir is started for the first time, no shows will have been created. This section
covers creating a show, sending an invite to a guest, and connecting to that guest.

5.1 – Creating a Show
On the top left of the LiveToAir interface is the button to open the Show Management
menu:

The first thing to do is to create a new show. To do this just type the name of a show into
the ‘Create a New Show’ box and press ‘Create Show’. It is recommended that the show
name does not contain spaces since the show name will be part of the URL link to the show
and spaces in URL’s are replaced with %20:

Once the show has been created go down to the ‘Guest Website Link’, copy the link, and
send it to the guest via email (or any other method). The other possibility is to close the
‘Show Management’ menu and go down to the bottom left of the UI. ype in the guest’s
email address in the ‘Enter Email’ box and press invite. The guest will then be sent an email
with the link to the show in it.
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In the Guest Channel area, select the channel you want to
assign that person to. When selected, a channel’s border
color will be highlighted. (In this case, Guest Channel 1 is
selected)



Once the guest has clicked on the link they will appear in the
‘Studio Queue’



Double click on the guest and they will connect to the
selected channel in the Off-Air state
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5.2 – Changing Guest Devices and Resolution
LiveToAir gives the Operator the ability to change which Webcam, Microphone, and
Speakers the guest is using to connect to the show with as well as the guest's maximum
resolution. Sometimes the guest will have plugged in a superior external webcam or
headset but their computer defaults to the in-built webcam or microphone. Or a device they
have connected simply isn't working. Some of these guests may not be the most
technologically savvy and this allows the LiveToAir Operator to switch it for them. Click on
the device and a drop down menu will appear with all available devices that the guest's web
browser sees.

If a guest is very pixelated or freezing up, it could be that their computer is having trouble
encoding their video or that their internet connection is unreliable. Lowering the guest's
resolution can often help with these issues. Click on the resolution and a drop-down menu
will appear with all available resolutions for their webcam and browsers. Selecting a
resolution will simply set the maximum resolution possible. If the guest does not have the
bandwidth to support this resolution WebRTC will lower the bandwidth in order to maintain
frame rate.
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5.3 – Dialing-In Guest’s Audio
LiveToAir can also make whatever level adjustments are needed to the audio signals both to
and from the remote guest:

5.4 – Dialing-In Guest’s Video
When a guest connects to LiveToAir, the operator will see their video feed in the channel’s
small video thumbnail window. If the guest’s channel is selected in the interface, the
Operator will also see a larger video of them in the ‘Guest Video Preview’ monitor (in the
upper center of the interface).
In the ‘Guest Video Preview’ the operator can make whatever adjustments are needed to
optimize the video signal:
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There are four main controls associated with video:
GAMMA: This control will adjust the brightness curve of the selected guest channel’s video

image
CONTRAST: This control will adjust the black levels of the selected guest channel’s video

image
ZOOM: Using zoom, it is possible to better compose a shot by cropping out distracting or

unimportant elements around the edge of a shot
PAN: When zoom is applied, pan allows the center point of the video to be shifted, moving the

image around to help get it perfectly framed. This is done by clicking on the video and
dragging it

5.5 – On-Air and Off-Air
When everything is set, the Operator can bring a guest On-Air by pressing the ‘On-Air’
button. This will turn the ‘On-Air’ button red, next to the new ‘Off-Air’ button.
While a guest is On-Air the Operator can MUTE their audio (by pressing the ‘Mute’ button
under the Channel Output slider) or make any other adjustments required. When they have
completed their part in the production, the LiveToAir Operator can bring them back Off-Air
by clicking the ‘Off-Air’ button. This will disconnect the guest from the Studio and reconnect
them to all the other guests in their Off-Air Mix-Minus group.
Guests can easily be reconnected to the studio by clicking the ‘On-Air’ button again.
Toggling a guest On- and Off-Air can happen as often as required for a production. When
an Off-Air guest is no longer required for a production, clicking the ‘Drop’ button will
disconnect them from LiveToAir. While dropping a guest will ‘hang-up’ their connection, it
will still keep their contact information associated with that channel. The LiveToAir Operator
can still easily reconnect with them by clicking the ‘Call’ button. If the guest themselves
hung up or closed their browser window the link they were sent will still work and LiveToAir
will wait for them to reconnect. As soon as they go back to the link the Operator will be able
to press Call again to connect to them. This is in case a guest drops accidentally, either by
pressing a wrong button or due to internet loss, they can simply click on the same link again
and get right back in.
To clear the channel for use by another guest, the Operator will need to click ‘Clear’.
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Chapter 6 – Running A Session
For this overview, we will assume that you have configured LiveToAir to have all guests in
the same Mix-Minus groups and to have the same return sources. If you have a different set
up most of this section will still apply.

6.1 – Checking the System
With LiveToAir launched, this should be the interface on the system monitor:

In the monitor on the upper left of the LiveToAir interface, is the video that is being sent back
from the studio to any On-Air guests connected to this production. In the bottom center is
the video that all guests who are Off-Air will see.
Any monitors or downstream system connected to the A/V ports on the system will be sent
color bars from each of the configured channels identifying which guest signal will be
coming in on each of the connections.
On the top right of LiveToAir is the System Resource Monitor. Here you will see three
resources:
CPU: Amount of the CPU that is allocated for use on the system
Memory: Amount of RAM that is allocated for use on the system
GPU_Memory: Amount of VRAM that is allocated for use on the system. This is the
resource that is most affected by switching the Encoding and Decoding devices.
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Note: The System Resource Monitor displays allocated resources rather than used
resources. Software will often request more resources than it actually uses which blocks it
off from other software. The System Resource Monitor will often display higher numbers
than Windows Task Manager, which for the needs of LiveToAir is more accurate.

6.2 – Invitations
The process of getting On-Air is equally easy for the guest that is invited into a production.
There are no special clients or plugins for them to install, and no registration required to
connect with LiveToAir.
When the LiveToAir Operator presses ‘Invite’ after typing the guest’s email, our back-end
servers automatically generate an email to the guest assigned to that channel.

This email will come from ‘invite@gnuralnet.tv’ and have the subject “LiveToAir Guest
Invitation”. The message of the email contains a link “Join Show” that allows guests to
connect using any browser.

Guests should now allow access to their device’s camera and microphone when prompted.
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6.3 – Guest Controls
When the link in the invitation email is opened the guest will first see a window asking them
to verify their devices.

Once the guest has set up their devices, they will be sitting in the Studio Queue.

When the Operator assigns them to a channel, they will initially be Off-Air, indicated by the
green bar just to the left of the return video the guest is now seeing. If the Operator needs
to speak to the guest, they can press the ‘PTT’ button and the guest will now see and hear
the Operator instead of the Off-Air feed. This connection is bi-directional, letting the guest
and LiveToAir Operator both see and hear each other. This greatly simplifies the workflow
for integrating remote talent. The Operator and guest can work together to dial-in the best
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sound and image possible, and to cover any details each side will need to be ready for the
production.

Note: If the guest does not give permission for callin.studio to use their webcam and
microphone they will be presented with this page:

The guest will need to go into their browser’s settings (or some browsers will let you do it
from the address bar) and give permission and then refresh the page in order to connect.
6.3.1 Hang-Up
Pressing the ‘Disconnect’ button, on the bottom left of the guest’s webpage, disconnects the
guest from a production. The LiveToAir system will receive this disconnect message and
remove the guest from the production.
6.3.2 Mute Mic
Clicking on the ‘Mute’ button will mute the audio from the guest to the studio. By default, the
Mic is switched ON. Normally, this would be used if a guest needs to cough or sneeze - or
even compensate for background noise of another kind.
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6.4 – On-Air vs Off-Air Details
LiveToAir allows the Operator to have complete control over guests’ audio/video feeds to
the studio, including whether they are On-Air or Off-Air.

6.4.1 Working with Off-Air Guests
When guests are initially connected, they will be in an Off-Air state. When Off-Air, a guest’s
audio is routed directly to the LiveToAir Operator and is not sent up to the studio. If the
Operator wishes to speak to the guest, they can press the ‘PTT’ so that the guest can see
and hear them.
If there are multiple guests involved in a production, the LiveToAir Operator can interact with
all of the Off-Air guests simultaneously by pressing the ‘PTT Group’ button. The guests can
also speak freely with each other. This provides a virtual ‘Green Room’ for the guests,
allowing them to prep for the show before going On-Air. If you would like the guests to speak
freely to each other and with the LiveToAir Operator or someone else in the studio
simultaneously, the Off-Air audio feed should be set to either the Operator’s devices or
another studio device. This provides a way for the director or production manager to
interact with everyone to discuss what will happen on the show, answer any final questions
people may have, and have everyone ready when it’s time to go On-Air.

6.4.2 Working with On-Air Guests
Once the guests signals are dialed in and the guests are prepped to participate in the
production, you can connect them to the studio by clicking the ‘On-Air’ button. This will
disconnect the guests from the Off-Air video/audio and connect them directly with the
studio. When On-Air, guests will see the return video signal sent from the studio and hear
the studio’s return audio signal - combined with a mix-minus audio from all of the other
guests that are also On-Air.
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While guests are On-Air, the Operator can continue to make video and audio adjustments to
their signals but should exercise caution when making any significant changes that might
impact an image on screen. If the Operator needs to speak to an On-Air guest, they can
press the ‘PTT’ button to have the selected guest hear the Operator’s microphone. This will
only be heard by the selected guest and no one else so the program will not be interrupted.
When a guest is no longer needed On-Air, they can be switched back into to the Off-Air
state. Taking a guest Off-Air again does NOT drop their connection. Guests can be moved
between On-Air and Off-Air as often as required to support your production workflow,
without the need to reconnect with them. When an On-Air guest is switched back to Off-Air
a still frame image is sent to the studio as a proxy until they go On-Air again or are cleared
from the channel.
This brings a lot of flexibility to your workflow. Guests can be taken Off-Air between takes to
discuss what may need to be changed in a reshoot, or between segments of a longer
program when they may need to be prepped for what is up next. Since the guest
connection is never dropped, they can be brought back On-Air immediately with just a
single button press.
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6.5 – Troubleshooting Issues
“Bad things happen”. - Everyone
6.5.1 Dropped Calls
In the event that a guest connection breaks while they are On-Air, the last frame sent to the
studio in the video feed for that guest channel will be preserved, allowing the guest to
reconnect in the background. LiveToAir will wait for the guest to reconnect. The remote
guest should just refresh the page link they received in their invite, and the Operator will
need to press the ‘Call’ button when it is available again. When reconnected, click the ‘OnAir’ button to bring the guest back to the studio smoothly.

6.5.2 Bad Guest Connections
Ideally guests should connect in an environment that optimizes their internet speed.
However, it is possible that a guest could join with a slow connection or an unreliable
connection. In that case it may be necessary to lower the guest’s resolution coming in.

If the video definition is changed to the lowest definition and the guest’s connection is still
slow, LiveToAir provides the option to eliminate their video feed entirely and work with just
audio. This option is in the guest webcam selection.

Note: This can be done while a guest is On-Air or Off-Air.
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Appendix A – NDI® vs. SDI
NDI® (Network Device Interface) is an open protocol developed by NewTek™ to enable
video compatible products to share video across a local area network. It is a foundational
component of a studio architecture where video is transferred easily and efficiently in IP
space, streamlining the production pipeline, and simplifying studio design.
NDI allows multiple video systems to identify and communicate with one another over IP,
and to encode, transmit and receive many streams of high quality, low latency, frameaccurate video and audio in real-time. In addition to supporting standard HD-SDI
connections, our LiveToAir solutions also fully support NDI for receiving and sending
video/audio streams with other devices in the studio.
NDI can operate bi-directionally over a local area network, supporting multiple video
streams on a shared network infrastructure. Each 1080p stream can require up to 125mb of
network bandwidth, with lower resolutions requiring less. The protocol also includes tools
that implement video access rights, grouping, bi-directional metadata and IP commands.
By incorporating support for both HD-SDI and NDI into LiveToAir, Gnural Net offers
complete flexibility around how you manage video routing in your studio.
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Appendix B – Optimizing the Guest Side
Connecting via LiveToAir should be a stress free and enjoyable experience for guests. The
best way for that to happen is to be sure in advance that everything is set up and running
smoothly on their side.

B.1 Browser
LiveToAir connects remote guests into the studio and does not require any client application
to be installed on their system. Instead, it uses a special web link opened in any web
browser.
Guests should be sure to have a recent version of their web browser installed on their
device to connect directly with LiveToAir.

B.2 Checking Their Internet Connection
Before the production, guests should check the performance of their internet connection. To
deliver HD quality video, an upload and download speed of 3.5Mbps would be ideal. For SD
video, an available upload and download speed of 1MB should suffice.
To maximize the performance of their Internet connection, they should try to use a
hardwired network connection instead of a wireless link. A hardwired connection will
typically offer a faster and more stable connection than a wireless access point and should
be used when possible.
Guests should also make sure that there aren’t any other users on the network consuming
bandwidth at a level that might impact the quality of their connection.

B.3 Audio and Video Equipment
There are two pieces of audio/video gear needed to have in place to connect clearly with the
LiveToAir system – a USB webcam, and a USB headset with a microphone:




Webcam: To be sure that the incoming video signal is compatible with studio gear, using an
HD capable webcam that is compatible with Google Chrome is recommended. Older
laptops typically have poor webcams, but any computer built in the last five years likely has
a built-in webcam that is good enough.
Headset: A Headset with a mic is ideal for most guests. The microphones built into
webcams and laptops are typically unacceptable. They pick up too much noise and
produce audio that is somewhat unusable for broadcasting.

B.4 Shutting Down Unnecessary Programs
When connecting to a production, it is good practice to reboot before starting. When it
starts up again, any unnecessary programs that may have started automatically should be
closed. Ideally the only programs running should be the guest’s web browser and the mail
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program needed to receive the link sent by the LiveToAir system. Once this email is
received, it should be opened in the web browser and the mail program should be closed.
Everything will perform better if the only application running during the production is the web
browser used to connect with the LiveToAir system. (This advice applies to browser tabs
too – any browser tabs in the web browser that won’t be needed during the production.) It
will free up processing power and bandwidth better used for the video and audio. It also
removes distractions that could take away from time on the program.

B.5 Picking the Right Spot
When guests are participating in a production remotely, it is important they set up in a place
that will optimize their appearance – both sonically and visually.
The spot they pick should be quiet. Having clear audio is critical to creating an engaging
production, and any distracting background noises should be minimized as much as
possible. If using a microphone on a headset, it should be positioned close enough to their
mouth to pick up a clean sound, but still far enough away to avoid any ‘plosive’ sounds (from
saying works with strong ‘P’ and ‘B’ syllables).
Video images should also be optimized. Guests should try to position their webcam close to
eye level – it is a flattering camera angle that helps create a stronger connection with
viewers. While there may not be an optimal spot available for a guest to set up and
participate from, you should definitely try to avoid any locations that have:
 a window or bright light in the background – backlighting can wash out your video and
make you look more like a silhouette
 a messy or cluttered background that might prove distracting
 frequent movement in the background. More motion requires more bandwidth, and
takes away from your image quality
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Appendix C – Configuring LiveToAir’s Invitation
You have the ability to edit the HTML that is used by LiveToAir to send invitations to guests that
will appear on your show. The file can be selected in the ‘Show Management’ menu. It will need
to be an HTML file. Below is the default template.

<!-- FROM="invite@gnuralnet.tv" -->
<!-- SUBJECT="LTA invite" -->

<html>
<body>
<font face="arial">
<div align="center"><img
src="https://www.gnuralnet.com/hubfs/Email_Images/EmailDeviceImages.png"></div><br/>
<div align="center"><font size=4, color=#003863>You Have Been Invited To Participate As A
Guest On Our Show!</font></div><br/>
<hr />
<div align="center"><img src="https://www.gnuralnet.com/hubfs/Email_Images/LTAEmailInvite-Banner2.png"></div>
<hr />
<br/>
<font color=#444444>
<div><Strong>JOINING THE SHOW:</Strong></div>
<br/>
<div style="margin-left:25px">For this show you will participate remotely, using the camera
and microphone on your computer or mobile device to connect to our studio. To avoid feedback
and provide better sound, we recommend using headphones and a microphone for your
appearance on the show.</div>
<br/>
<div style="margin-left:25px">To connect with our studio, click here on the <a
href="$BROWSER_LINK"><strong>JOIN SHOW</strong></a> link and open it with a recent
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Chrome, Firefox, or Safari Browser. This link will also work with Safari on
<em>iPhones/iPads</em> running <em>iOS 11 or later</em>, and with Chrome on most current
Android devices.</div>
<br />
<div align="center"><em>[<strong>NOTE:</strong> Microsoft IE is not
supported]</em></div>
<br />
<hr />
<br />
<div><strong>IMPORTANT NOTE:</strong><br/><br/></div>
<div align="center"><font size=4>If this is your first time joining our show, you may receive
one or two prompts similar to this:</font></div><br/>
<div align="center"><img
src="https://www.gnuralnet.com/hubfs/Email_Images/AllowCameraMic.png"></div>
<br/>
<div align="center"><font size=4>Please click on <strong>'ALLOW'</strong> to let our site
access both your <b>Webcam</b> and <b>Microphone</b>.</font></div>
<br/>
<hr />
<br />
<div align="center"><font size=5, color=#003863>Thank you for being part of this
show!<br/><br/><font size=2>Powered by Gnural Net's LiveToAir<br/><a
href="http://www.gnuralnet.com">www.gnuralnet.com</a></font></font></div>

<div><br/><br/><br/></div>

</font>
</font>
</body>
</html>
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Appendix D – Our Bundled Solutions: What’s Included?
D.1 LiveToAir | 6 NDI





A high-performance video appliance (4RU) designed for demanding studio environments
Video, audio, and network connections available on the rear of the unit, providing easy
access when mounted in any EIA-standard 19” rack
Windows 10 PRO
8-Core/16-Thread Ryzen CPU
nVidia Quadro P2200 GPU
16 GB Memory (2x8GB @3600)
256GB m.2 PCI Gen 3 System Drive
Motherboard with:
o Dual 2.5G onboard Ethernet
o Dual Thunderbolt 4 Type-C ports
o USB 3.2 Gen 2
o PCIe 4.0 x16 (x16 or dual x8/x8) Slots with PCIe 3.0 x4 slot
NDI input and output support
Built-in professional audio Mix-Minus
Supports up to 6 live guests



A power cord, keyboard, and mouse










D.2 LiveToAir | 6 SDI















A high-performance video appliance (4RU) designed for demanding studio environments
Video, audio, and network connections available on the rear of the unit, providing easy
access when mounted in any EIA-standard 19” rack
Windows 10 PRO
8-Core/16-Thread Ryzen CPU
nVidia Quadro P2200 GPU
16 GB Memory (2x8GB @3600)
256GB m.2 PCI Gen 3 System Drive
Motherboard with:
o Dual 2.5G onboard Ethernet
o Dual Thunderbolt 4 Type-C ports
o USB 3.2 Gen 2
o PCIe 4.0 x16 (x16 or dual x8/x8) Slots with PCIe 3.0 x4 slot
Blackmagic Decklink Quad V2 8-Port SDI Card
NDI input and output support
Built-in professional audio Mix-Minus
Supports up to 6 live guests
A power cord, keyboard, and mouse
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D.3 LiveToAir | 12 NDI














A high-performance video appliance (4RU) designed for demanding studio environments
Video, audio, and network connections available on the rear of the unit, providing easy
access when mounted in any EIA-standard 19” rack
Windows 10 PRO
16-Core/32-Thread Ryzen CPU
nVidia Quadro RTX 4000 GPU
32 GB Memory (2x8GB @3600)
256GB m.2 PCI Gen 3 System Drive
Motherboard with:
o Dual 2.5G onboard Ethernet
o Dual Thunderbolt 4 Type-C ports
o USB 3.2 Gen 2
o PCIe 4.0 x16 (x16 or dual x8/x8) Slots with PCIe 3.0 x4 slot
NDI input and output support
Built-in professional audio Mix-Minus
Supports up to 12 live guests
A power cord, keyboard, and mouse

D.4 LiveToAir | 12 SDI















A high-performance video appliance (4RU) designed for demanding studio environments
Video, audio, and network connections available on the rear of the unit, providing easy
access when mounted in any EIA-standard 19” rack
Windows 10 PRO
16-Core/32-Thread Ryzen CPU
nVidia Quadro RTX 4000 GPU
32 GB Memory (2x8GB @3600)
256GB m.2 PCI Gen 3 System Drive
Motherboard with:
o Dual 2.5G onboard Ethernet
o Dual Thunderbolt 4 Type-C ports
o USB 3.2 Gen 2
o PCIe 4.0 x16 (x16 or dual x8/x8) Slots with PCIe 3.0 x4 slot
Dual Blackmagic Decklink Quad V2 8-Port SDI Card
NDI input and output support
Built-in professional audio Mix-Minus
Supports up to 6 live guests
A power cord, keyboard, and mouse
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Appendix E – System Hardware Requirements
E.1 - LiveToAir | 6 Platforms (Ideal)






Microsoft Windows 10 Pro
AMD 8-Core/16-Thread Ryzen CPU
nVidia Quadro P2200 GPU
16GB RAM
2.5 Gigabit Network Interface

E.2 - LiveToAir | 12 Platforms (Ideal)






Microsoft Windows 10 Pro
AMD 16-Core/32-Thread Ryzen CPU
nVidia Quadro RTX 4000 GPU
16GB RAM
2.5 Gigabit Network Interface

Note: These are the ideal specs to run LiveToAir. It will run on lower end hardware but it may
require lowering resolutions and adjusting other settings. A 30 day free trial is offered to allow you
to test on any system you would like.

E.3 – SDI Hardware Support
NOTE: We currently only support Blackmagic DeckLink hardware








Decklink 8K Pro
Decklink QUAD
Decklink QUAD 2
Decklink DUO
Decklink DUO 2
Decklink Mini Monitor
Decklink Mini Recorder

LiveToAir requires using the Decklink 11.6 Desktop Video drivers.

E.4 – Airflow and Cooling Considerations




Case layout should provide room for clear airflow around components
CPU should have active cooling
Cases should use both intake and exhaust fans
PSU fan should align with external vent ports
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Thank You!
We really appreciate the trust you have placed in us with your purchase of LiveToAir. We
will continue to improve and extend our products based on your feedback and suggestions,
and will respond to any issues you may have as quickly as possible.
If you have any questions or comments, please don’t hesitate to contact us via phone at
609-223-2434 or via email at either support@gnural.com.
- The Gnural Net Team
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